The SilberPfeil® Tube (Hog Casing).
This is how it is done:

1. Preparation:

Open the fresh pack, take the net out and soak in cold water to remove the salt. After 30 minutes change the water and soak the nets overnight in cold water (at least 2 liters per net).

2. Preparation before filling:

Soak net in warm water (approx. 35°C) for about 30 minutes.

Application:

1) Remove the net from the water and drain out the water. While doing this the ring on the net has to point down.

2–6) Tear open the net and lay it next to the filling machine. Take out the tube, pull it tight and pull it onto the filling horn in the opposite direction of the arrow on the foil.

7–8) Pull the casing end slightly forward. Then pull out the foil carefully and steadily. Finally fill the casing.

Attention: SilberPfeil® Tube overlapped have to be filled with a soft casing break only. If there is not soft casing break available please open your standard break as much as possible, to enable the overlapped part passing smoothly. For proper adjustment of the filling machine and the casing break in specific please ask the CDS technician.

You can contact the CDS-service team at:
+49 (0) 7951 391 – 0
(Mo.–Fr. 7.00 – 20.00, Sa. 9.00 – 15.00 o’clock)